We're hiring

Senior
Recruitment
Expert
Do you want to work for a recruitment company that focuses on
quality rather than KPIS and quantity? Do you hate the political red
tape of big corporations? Do you want to end your day having made
a difference?
If your answer is YES then we have just the opportunity for you!

the company
Elemed is DEDICATED to recruiting exceptional people in the specialty
practices of Regulatory, Quality and Clinical, so patients all over the
world can have access to safe, innovative and life changing Medical
Devices. From life saving products like artificial hearts to MRI
scanners and innovative cancer fighting radiotherapy machines, the
people we place truly change lives.
We pride ourselves on being experts in our industry and strive to
deliver the best service we can to candidates and clients alike. Lead
by 2 of the most established recruiters in their field, Elemed has a
brand that is present across Europe and a name that speaks for
itself.

the opportunity
Now that Elemed is 4 years old we are looking for motivated and
energetic people to join our team as a senior recruitment expert. This
is a BRAND NEW position where you will have the opportunity to work
with some of the top experts in medical devices on an international
level; no stepping into someone’s old shoes!
Here at Elemed we are big on team spirit. We believe a team that
works and plays together stays together, so we offer great benefits
such as monthly team nights out, flexi lunches, top billers yearly trip
and more!
As Senior Recruitment Expert you will:
Build and develop your own market sector where you will become
the “go-to” person for hiring needs, covering a full 360 role.
Manage candidates throughout the entire recruitment process, from
sourcing to placement
Give expert advice on interview preparation, CV feedback and assist
on future career plans
Learn from top experts in the medical device industry and develop
long-term relationships with key stake-holders and market experts
Expand and develop your professional network on platforms such as
LinkedIn
We are looking for:
Minimum a bachelor’s degree in any subjec
Several years of experience within recruitment.
Resilient, motivated and hardworking people with a drive to be
successful
Creative, entrepreneurial spirits who can go help take Elemed to the
next level
A culturally aware people person who is confident to work on an
international level
Languages are not a necessity but definitely a bonus!

If you think you can bring any of the above to Elemed we would LOVE to
hear from you! Send your CV to tamanna@elemed.eu to be considered.
Good Luck!

